Land Rover’s open differential 4WD system works great under most conditions, but serious off-roading and articulation sometimes requires a lockable differential, so power is distributed to all wheels equally, and not shifted to “the wheels that slip” (if that wheel happens to be off the ground at the time!). The ARB Air Locker is an all-inclusive kit that can be efficiently installed by a qualified differential technician. Our guys swear by this system, and so will you the first time you use it!

**TECH TIP:**

Too Much Wheel Spin Off-Road? Get the ARB Air Locker!

If your original differential is worn, fear not. Our new replacement will get your Disco back to peak performance in no time.

**TECH TIP:**

Leaky Swivel Ball Housing

When replacing your constant velocity joints or ‘CV’ joints, we strongly recommend you use our swivel housing grease which is much thicker and specifically formulated NOT to leak around your seals like the standard replacement oil often does. One bottle per side will keep your CV joints bathed in lubrication for the life of the joint.

Swivel Housing Grease - Bottle (STC3435) $10.95 ea.
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